Analysis by liquid chromatography and tandem mass spectrometry (LC-MS/MS) can iden-10 tify and quantify thousands of proteins in microgram-level samples, such as those comprised 11 of thousands of cells. Identifying proteins by LC-MS/MS proteomics, however, remains chal-12 lenging for lowly abundant samples, such as the proteomes of single mammalian cells. To 13 increase the identification rate of peptides in such small samples, we developed DART-ID. 14 This method implements a data-driven, global retention time (RT) alignment process to infer 15 peptide RTs across experiments. DART-ID then incorporates the global RT-estimates within 16 a principled Bayesian framework to increase the confidence in correct peptide-spectrum-17 matches. Applying DART-ID to hundreds of samples prepared by the Single Cell Proteomics 18 by Mass Spectrometry (SCoPE-MS) design increased the peptide and proteome coverage by 19
results indicate that sparsity decreases; thus DART-ID helps mitigate the missing data problem of shotgun proteomics. In addition to PSMs of peptides with at least one confident spectral PSM, 193 DART-ID increases the confidence for PSMs of peptides without confident PSMs, see as marked 194 in Fig. 3b . While these PSMs very likely represent the same peptide sequence -since by definition 195 they share the same RT, MS1 m/z and MS2 fragments consistent with the sequence -we cannot 196 be confident at this point in the sequence assignment. Thus, they are labeled separately and their 197 sequence assignment further tested in the next section. The majority of PSMs whose confidence is 198 increased by DART-ID have multiple confident Spectral PSMs, and thus reliable sequence assign-199 ment. Analysis of newly identified peptides in Fig. 3c shows that DART-ID helps identify about 200 50% more PSMs compared to spectra alone at an FDR threshold of 1%. This corresponds to an 201 increase of ∼ 40 − 60% in the fraction of PSMs passing an FDR threshold of 1%, as shown in the 202 bottom panel of Fig. 3c . Furthermore, the number of distinct peptides identified per experiment 203 increases from an average of ∼1000 to an average of ∼1600, Fig. 3d . Percolator also increases 204 identification rates, albeit to a lesser degree than DART-ID, Fig. 3c,d . 205 Importantly, the total number of false positives in the entire data set changed by < 1% when 206 deriving the number of false positives from either the Spectral PEP or the DART-ID PEP. This 207 demonstrates that DART-ID is merely separating the true and false positives further apart without 208 changing the underlying assumptions of the data as made by the search engine. Previous meth-209 ods have criticized the use of Bayes' theorem as a means of incorporating RT evidence because 210 of its tendency to land in "grey areas" between known true positives and known false positives 211 [24]. However, we observe that DART-ID PEPs are bimodaly distributed ( Fig. 3e ), suggesting that 212 DART-ID performs as an efficient binary classifier. This difference is likely due to the high accu-213 racy of reference RTs estimated by DART-ID. This accuracy results in likelihood functions with 214 small dispersion, and thus substantial changes in the confidence of Spectral PEPs, as evident from 215 Fig. 3a . 216 Validation of new identifications 217 We sought to evaluate whether the confident DART-ID PSMs without confident Spectral PSMs are 218 matched to the correct peptide sequences. To this end, we sought to evaluate whether the RTs of 219 such PSMs match the RTs for the corresponding peptides identified from high-quality, confident spectra. For this analysis, we split a set of experiments into two subsets, A and B, Fig. 4a . The 221 application of DART-ID to A resulted in two disjoint subsets of PSMs: A 1 , corresponding to 222 PSMs with confident spectra (Spectral PEP < 0.01), and A 2 , corresponding to "upgraded" PSMs 223 (Spectral PEP > 0.01 and DART-ID PEP < 0.01). We overlapped these subsets with PSMs from 
229
Validation by internal consistency 230 We ran DART-ID on SCoPE-MS experiments [1, 45] , all of which contain quantification data in 231 the form of 10-plex tandem-mass-tag (TMT) reporter ion (RI) intensities. Out of the 10 TMT For this and later analyses, we filter PSMs from a collection of ∼200 experiments into the 244 following disjoint sets:
where Spectra is disjoint from the other two sets, i.e., Spectra ∩ DART-ID = ∅ and Spectra ∩ 249 Percolator = ∅. These sets of PSMs, as depicted in Fig. 5a , are intersected with each other through 250 a set of shared proteins between the three sets of PSMs.
251
The protein CVs of the Spectra, DART-ID, and Percolator PSM sets, depicted in Fig data was split into sets in the same manner as the previous section, as shown in Fig. 5a , where the 264 Spectra and DART-ID sets of PSMs are disjoint. We then filtered out all PSMs from DART-ID that 265 belonged to any protein represented in Spectra, so that the sets of proteins between the two sets of 266 PSMs were disjoint as well. 267 We normalized relative RI intensities between the Jurkat and U-937 cell-equivalents in their The cell-type correlation distributions shown in Fig. 6b from the DART-ID set of PSMs are 273 slightly closer to 0 than those from the Spectra set. This is likely due, at least in part, to the fact 274 that features that reduce the quality of spectral identifications, such as low peptide abundance and 275 high coisolation, are likely to undermine quantification. Indeed, we found that DART-ID PSMs 276 tend to be less abundant, as shown by the MS1 precursor ion areas, and more likely to contain 277 coisolation, as shown by the precursor ion fraction (PIF), where a lower PIF indicates a higher 278 level of contamination in the MS2 spectra, Fig. 6c . Additionally, the DART-ID PSMs are more 279 likely to have a missed cleavage, i.e. they are more susceptible to sample loss and TMT labelling Here we present DART-ID as a novel method that improves on existing alignment techniques 284 and utilizes the added alignment accuracy to make peptide RT inferences which are then used 285 to improve peptide sequence identification in the context of ulta-low abundant samples, diluted 286 SCoPE-MS sets. We demonstrate that DART-ID has both the capacity to predict RTs to within 287 seconds for a 60 min LC-MS run, and the ability to increase the number of confidently identified 288 PSMs by up to 50% at 1% FDR.
289
The motivation to develop DART-ID was the large number of LC-MS/MS analyses on-hand 290 and the high consistency of the LC setup [1, 3] . DART-ID derives more statistical power from more 291 consistent LC setups. Furthermore, since DART-ID alignment takes into account the confidence 292 of PSMs and RT is inferred as a distribution and not a point estimate, the mixture model used for 293 the alignment can derive useful information even from low-confidence PSMs.
294
There is also motivation to increase the complexity of the alignment model to capture more 295 of the variation within the data. The two-piece linear regression currently used by DART-ID to 296 align experiments captures more variation than a simple linear regression, but DART-ID is not 297 constrained to these two and can implement any monotone function. Non-linear functions that are 298 monotonically constrained, such as the logit function, have been implemented in our model in the 299 past. More complex models, such as monotonically-constrained general additive models, could 300 increase alignment accuracy further given that the input data motivates added complexity.
301
Another possible improvement to alignment accuracy is the removal of peptides with shifting 302 elution rank. While some physical factors lead to systematic changes in peptide retention across experiments, other factors such as column age and gradient length have been observed to change
Global alignment model
Let ρ ik be the RT assigned to peptide i in experiment k. In order to infer peptide and experimentspecific RT distributions, we assume that there exists a set of reference retention times, µ i , for all peptides. Each peptide has a unique reference RT, independent of experiment. We posit that for each experiment, there is a simple monotone increasing function, g k , that maps the reference RT to the predicted RT for peptide i in experiment k. An observed RT can then be expressed as
and ik is an independent mean-zero error term expressing residual (unmod-382 eled) RT variation. As a first approximation, we assume that the observed RTs for any experiment 383 can be well approximated using a two-segment linear regression model:
where s k is the split point for the two segment regression in each experiment, and the parameters 385 are constrained to not produce a negative RT.
386
To factor in the spectral PEP given by the search engine, and to allow for the inclusion of low 387 probability PSMs, the marginal likelihood of an RT in the alignment process can be described 388 using a mixture model. For a PSM assigned to peptide i in experiment k the RT density is
where λ ik is the error probability (PEP) for the PSM returned by MaxQuant, f ik is the inferred RT 390 density for peptide i in experiment k and f 0 k is the null RT density. In our implementation, we let Finally, to reflect the fact that residual RT variation increases with mean RT, we model the 397 standard deviation of a peptide RT distribution, σ ik , as a linear function of the reference RT:
where µ i is the reference RT of the peptide sequence, and a k and b k are the intercept and slope 399 which we infer for each experiment. a k , b k and µ i are constrained to be positive, and hence σ ik > 0 400 as well.
401
Alignment Comparison
402
We compared the DART-ID alignment accuracy against five other RT prediction or alignment algo- 
Each term is described in more detail below: such, we estimate maximum a posteriori (MAP) estimates for the reference RTs µ i , alignment parameters β 0k , β 1k , and RT standard deviation σ ik using an optimization routine implemented in 473 STAN [48] 1 . This approach is computationally efficient but is limited in that parameter uncertainty 474 quantification is not automatic.
475
To address this challenge, we incorporate estimation uncertainty using a computationally ef-476 ficient procedure based on the parametric bootstrap. Note that uncertainty about the alignment 477 parameters β 0k and β 1k is small since they are inferred using thousands of RT observations per 478 experiment. By contrast, the reference RTs, µ i , have much higher uncertainty since we observe 479 at most one RT associated with peptide i in each experiment (usually far fewer). As such, we 480 choose to ignore uncertainty in the alignment parameters and focus on incorporating uncertainty 481 in estimates of µ i .
482
Letμ ik andσ ik denote the MAP estimates of the location and scale parameters for the RT densities. To approximate the posterior uncertainty in the estimates of µ i , we use the parametric bootstrap. First, we sample ρ
ik back to the reference space using the inferred alignment parameters asĝ −1 (ρ ik ) and compute a bootstrap replicate of the reference RT associated with peptide i as the median (across experiments) of the resampled RTs: µ
For each peptide we repeat this process B times to get several bootstrap replicates of the reference RT for each peptide. We use the bootstrap replicates to incorporate the uncertainty of the reference RTs into the Bayesian update of the PSM confidence. Specifically, the we approximate the confidence update in Equation 3 as
This process is depicted in Fig. S2 .
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Figure S1 | Mixture model incorporates spectral confidence to estimate likelihood of observing retention times.
In the global alignment process, the likelihood of the alignment function and the reference RT is estimated from a mixture model, which combines the two possibilities of whether the peptide is assigned the correct or incorrect peptide sequence. These two distributions are then weighted by the error probability (PEP). This is similar to the update process, which updates the error probability and incorporates the previous error probability, as well as the two conditional probability distributions. 
Figure S5 | Ratios of relative enrichment between two Jurkat and two U-937 cells from SCoPE-MS experiments
Spectra and DART-ID sets of PSMs were selected using the same method in Fig. 5 . PSMs were further filtered to only represent proteins that showed sufficient fold-change, and this was measured by applying a two-sided t-test between the relative intensity of the protein in Jurkat cells versus U-937 cells, and then selecting at a significance of p = 0.05 after applying a Bonferroni (FWER) correction. Shown above are the comparisons of four ratios between the Spectra and DART-ID sets of distinct peptides. 
